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The SLGGS Music Department 

Newsletter

Welcome to the first of (hopefully!) many regular
newsletters celebrating all things musical at Simon
Langton Girls’ Grammar School!

It has been a great start to the new school year, with the
department busier than ever – more instrumental/vocal
lessons than ever before and the most extra-curricular
clubs taking place, certainly in recent history. In the first
week alone we had over 200 pupils taking part in extra-
curricular music ensembles - a huge percentage of the
school, which is brilliant! We absolutely and firmly believe
in music for all!

We will use this newsletter to advertise and celebrate the
numerous concerts and events taking place along with
pupil achievements. It will also give details of all the
exciting projects and activities that occur daily.

Mr S Burvill, Director of Music
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So, we hope you enjoy the newsletter and that it allows us to share more of what goes on in the
department. It's looking to be a very exciting and musical year! 



Mr Burvill - Director of Music
Mrs Beer -  Subject Lead 
Mr Faux-Bowyer - Teacher of Music
Mr Langlois - Music Technician
Mr Smith - Cover, Theory and Soul & Funk
Mr Bolton - Piano/Keyboard
Dr Boyle - Vocals
Mrs Francis-Wright - Flute
Mr Gove - Trumpet
Mrs Hamilton-Box - Violin/Viola/Piano
Mrs Jaggard - Oboe
Mr Langlois - Popular Singing & Ukulele
Mr  Ledgerwood - Classical/Jazz Guitar
Mr  Miles - Saxophone/Clarinet
Mrs Nunn - Violin
Mrs Porro - Recorder & Oboe
Mr Rickwood - Guitar & Bass guitar
Mr Ruddock - Piano
Mr Summerfield - Double Bass
Mr Townsend - Drums/Percussion
Ms  Warsop - Brass
Mrs Whitaker - Cello

 
 

Mr Burvill
Responsible for: 
Overall running of the
department, extra-
curricular, concert
organisation, instrumental
and vocal teachers &
provision..  
Instruments: 
Piano, Organ, Saxophone. Taking any
opportunity to be able to play drums
(however badly!)

Favourite music/musicians:
Ben Folds, Michael Giacchino

Other interests: 
Running crazy distances (recently
completed a 100km run earlier in the year
and then a 100 mile run last month) 

Director of Music

Who's Who!?
In the SLGGS

Music Department

Our Team

Mrs Beer 
Responsible for:
Academic music, music
curriculum for years 7-11 &   

Music Subject Lead

Meet the team, with a spotlight
on a couple of members each

newsletter! 

sixth form, directing the Senior Choir, 7/8
choir and Brassies along with a number of
other ensembles.

Instruments
Cornet, trumpet, a few tinkled notes on the
piano and a few squeaks on the
saxophone!

Favourite music/musicians
No particular favourite but loves music from
films and musicals. Also, acoustic pop and
the romantic era.

Favourite music/musicians
Running (not so crazy distances), walking,
camping and having fun days out with my
family. Also, competing in Brass Bands.



A GREAT START!
A fantastic start to the 2022-2023  academic
year! Over 200 pupils during the first week took
part in at least one of the musical activities on
offer with some involved almost every day! New
clubs this year include: Wind band, Y10 string
quartet (to go with the other three string
quartets!), Brass trio, Piano quintet, String
Orchestra, Band night and lunchtime recitals!
There is no cost involved in any of the
ensembles, so why not just come along and givie
it a go!?  

It doesn't stop there - starting in the next couple of
weeks (potentially by the time this is published) there
will also be further ensembles added, including: Jazz
band, folk group and flute quartet! 

COMINGCOMINGCOMING
SOONSOONSOON



Upcoming ConcertsUpcoming Concerts
Year 7 Concerts

Film Music Concert

Chamber Music Concert

Year 7 PX Classes
Monday 10th October 2022 

Year 7 PY Class
Tuesday 11th October 2022

Wednesday 2nd November 2022

Monday 17th October 2022

SLGGS Canterbury
Cathedral Carol Service
Thursday 8th December 2022

Tuesday 13th December 2022

Christmas Concert

Next Half TermNext Half Term



OTHER
NEWS

NEW
PIANOS!

There are rumours going
round that we are looking
to build a new  large
performance space
(theatre/concert hall) and
they are absolutely true!
Watch this space for more
details - coming very soon! 

Over the next few weeks we will be
launching the new year-long
Interhouse music competition with
various categories and rounds all
leading to a final concert in June.
Prizes up for grabs include a soon
to be converted trophy, extended
ArtsFest main stage performance
and studio time!  

INTERHOUSE
MUSIC
COMPETITION

We have just
purchased and
received two brand
new Kawai upright
pianos for the music
department practice
rooms, replacing a
couple of older
Knight pianos - they
sound (and look!)
fantastic!

Practice Room
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Departmental

R E S E A R C H

SLGGS Peer tuition
scheme for
instrumental
students in
association with
Canterbury  Christ
Church University

From September 2022, we are inviting advanced
instrumentalists at SLGGS to participate in a peer
teaching scheme. The scheme will involve more
advanced students providing regular instrumental
tuition for beginners and is part of a research
project led by Dr Kerry Boyle, Canterbury Christ
Church University. 

In the UK, there is no necessity for formal training
for instrumental teachers and musicians are able
to teach without a teaching qualification. Recent
research suggests that many musicians begin
teaching while they are still in education
themselves, and these early experiences often
involve providing tuition for family, friends and
peers both formally and informally. The research
project will explore the experience of peer
teaching for those involved. 



The Essay
T H O U G H T S  F R O M  O U R  S I X T H  F O R M  M U S I C I A N S  

‘All performers should be able to
improvise. It’s the only way they can

understand the music they play from a
composer’s standpoint.’ 

Do you agree with this opinion?
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Improvisation is often seen as a jazz musician’s domain. Classical musicians look upon it with
apprehension, seeing it as a foreign, and perhaps respectable craft, but not for them; it’s for the
‘jazzers’ to tackle. However, historically, classical musicians and composers have been required to
improvise as part of their daily craft, and perhaps, to truly understand them, the non-jazzers of today
should look past the fear and take a leap of faith, into the world of truly spontaneous music. 

It could be argued that classical musicians have no need for improvisation as part of their musical
practice. There is a need for perfection in today’s classical music environment. Everything must be
completely correct and replicable. An article from ‘The Strad’ magazine in 2017 says that “artists prefer
to take less risks in performance and to satisfy the majority in order to reach a perceived ‘perfection’.”,
and it is true, especially when performances are for recording. In order to sell albums, your music must
be palatable and unchallenging, so a wider audience of people is willing to pay to listen. This is why Pop
music is so, well, popular and remains in the mainstream; it is easy to enjoy, and the addition of
improvisation to classical music- especially well-known pieces- could easily destroy the palatability of the
music, meaning fewer people would be inclined to purchase the recording. 



In addition to this, some classical musicians would argue that everything the composer intended for the
piece is written on the sheet music, and, in many cases, this is a valid point. There are thousands of musical
terms in various languages to tell the musician exactly what emotion to convey and how to play their
instrument in order to do so. Even if there is nothing but dynamics on the page, many meaning can be
extracted by their placement compared to the harmony. After all, piano doesn’t mean ‘quiet’, it means
‘softly’. Schubert is the most obvious example of a composer who uses dynamics for character instead of
just volume. In a 2021 article for ‘Interlude’, Frances Wilson writes about this, saying that ‘Schubert is a
master of dynamics, using them to convey the full gamut of emotions, from a whispered invocation to a
scream of terror’. In several of his piano pieces, Schubert uses dynamics that aren’t actually possible, such
as a crescendo through a note and this is because he intends for the dynamic change to read as a
change of colour. Wilson calls these ‘psychological dynamics’ and Schubert uses them a lot. In the first
movement of The Trout Quintet, Schubert writes dynamics that swap from p to f every bar. This wouldn’t
make sense if it were just dynamics, but it works because, when playing Schubert, musicians understand
that the markings refer to the changing mood of the piece. With such specific writing as that, how could a
musician not understand what the composer intended for the music, and how could they not understand
where the composer was coming from? 

`When it comes to jazz, improvisation is an ingrained part of the structure; without it, the music would just
be an introduction and a head played twice through. To refrain from improvising is to completely
misunderstand the composer’s intentions for the piece, as they, most likely jazz players themselves,
improvise regularly and write their music for a community in which improvisation is expected as the norm.
In the Baroque and Classical eras, the attitude to improvisation was the same: it was expected of you,
especially if you played a keyboard instrument or were in the continuo section. If this is the case, does it
not stand to reason that their music should include improvisation when it is performed? J.S Bach was a
master improviser, spontaneously composing fugues with up to 6 parts. There’s a story that took place,
told by Charles Rosen in his book ‘Best Piano Composition: Six Parts Genius’ about Bach’s meeting with the
Prussian king, Frederick the Great. It goes like this: “It was on May 7, 1747, that Bach visited Frederick the
Great at Potsdam. The Prussian king preferred the pianoforte...to the less nuanced harpsichord or the
organ; so much so that he had 15 of the instruments built for him. During this visit the king led Bach from
room to room to try them out. (Bach had encountered pianos before the royal visit; he had complained
that their action was too heavy, their treble too weak.) Frederick played for Bach a theme of his own and
then asked Bach to improvise a fugue on it. After Bach obliged with a three-voice fugue, the king
demanded a more spectacular six-voice fugue. Bach improvised a six-voice fugue on a theme of his own,
but on his return to Leipzig wrote out a six-voice fugue on the royal theme. He had it printed with a
number of other works all based on the same theme and sent it to Frederick as ''a musical offering.''. This
story is but one of many, but it alone proves that improvising was part of Bach’s nature, but something he
had expertise with. The brain that composed those cello sonatas, that double violin concerto, those
jubilant cantatas that smack you in the face with music, was an improviser’s brain, and it would’ve worked
in very different ways to a modern, improvisation-avoiding musician’s brain. Therefore, it is strange that
classical musicians would attempt to have any sort of understanding of the composer’s viewpoint without
giving improvisation a try. 



It wasn’t just Bach improvising in the Baroque era, though; improvisation was required of all musicians. This
can be seen through the use of figured bass in composition. Figured bass was used to indicate the
harmony to the continuo section – often the harpsichord- on sheet music, somewhat similar to a jazz
musician’s chord chart in the modern day. Instead of written out chords with symbols determining what
type of chord it is, figured bass uses numbers to indicate the chord and what inversion to use. It would
often be used to improvise a bass line or voice to accompany the rest of the ensemble with and musicians
would be expected to know how to read it. This form of casual improvisation was so ingrained into every
musician’s way of playing, that it seems a shame to play any form of Baroque music without an
understanding of improvisation, and it doesn’t really make sense to.

Both Mozart and Beethoven were prolific improvisers, too, with Mozart once improvising a 30 minute
encore and frequently spontaneously composing parts of his works on the morning of their premier (which
begs the question of ‘at what point does improvisation spontaneous composition’, but we won’t get into
that) and Beethoven frequently engaging in ‘improvisation duels’ with other virtuoso pianists, one of which
ended with a man mocked into never coming back to Vienna. They kept the improvising tradition going into
the Romantic era, where an interesting duality began to emerge. Improvising was still popular in the
Romantic era, with virtuosos like Liszt improvising on themes the crowd would bring him, but sheet music
also began to get more and more particular and, instead of improvisation, pieces designed to sound like
improvisation began to emerge. The ‘impromptu’ form, most notably composed by Schubert and Chopin,
was a free piano composition, designed to sound as if it were improvised. They were composed with the
style of improvisation in mind, so, in order to fully understand the intentions of the composer, should be
looked upon with an improviser’s eye, or at least an eye that has a sort of basic understanding of how to
improvise. 

In all of these cases, from the Baroque era, all the way through time to the Romantic era, it makes the
most sense for performers and musicians to be able to improvise, or at least have an understanding and
experience of improvision. While some composers were precise about exactly what they wanted from
their music, they are the exception not the rule, and although more people are likely to listen to music that
sounds the same every time, classical music is art music, and performers deserve to have some creative
license with their interpretations. Jazz musicians have got it right. They’re just carrying on an ancient
musical tradition that’s always been there. It’s not scary, not strange, not unusual. It’s true creativity, and
perhaps, true understanding of the gifts that great composers left us.
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